
TRANSACTION CODE DESCRIPTIONS

 Code Description

0 Regular Retirement.  All retirements from plant which occur in the course of normal
operations for causes that are to be covered by depreciation accruals.  Typically, these
include all causes other than those listed below. 

1 Reimbursed Retirement.  Retirement for which the Company received payment
approximating or exceeding the depreciated original cost of the property, and such
payment was recorded as a credit to the depreciation reserve account.  Reimbursed
retirements are usually related to extraordinary circumstances such as fire or other
accidents for which the loss is covered by insurance, and to property moved or
abandoned due to the requirements or requests of outside parties, for which the
Company is reimbursed. 

2 Sale.  Transfer of ownership of property for which the Company received payment
approximating or exceeding the depreciated original cost, and the property would not
have been retired at or near that time if the sale had not occurred.  Sales are generally
related to circumstances in which the property has not actually been retired, but
continues in public service following the transaction.  Sales in lieu of abandonment are
classified as regular retirements. 

3 Transfer.  Transfer of property between accounts or property groups.  Use for both
transfers-in and transfers-out, and for intraaccount transfers. 

4 Beginning-of-Interval Transfer.   Transfer of property between accounts or property groups
that is to be considered as occurring at the beginning rather than the end of the age
interval.  Includes major transfers of property into the account or property group, such
as to initiate an account or to substantially increase the size of an existing account.

5 Acquisition.   Purchase, trade, or similar transaction where property previously in public
service was acquired. 

6 Adjustment.   Used for control purposes in Plant Accounting data, and for adjustments,
special appropriations, or transfers to or from the Depreciation Reserve account in Cost
of Removal and Salvage data.

7 Outlier Retirement.   A retirement that occurs under unusual circumstances such that the
analyst deems it appropriate that it be excluded from the retirements used in the service
life or salvage study. 

8 Ending Balance.   The balance of plant in service as of December 31 of the most recent
year included in the Experience Band, or as of a specific calculation date.

9 Beginning Balance.  The balance of plant in service as of December 31 of the year
preceding the first year included in the Experience Band.

9 Gross Addition.  Placements of plant in service as replacements of plant retired or as
additions to plant in service.

Note:  Corrections should be assigned the same code as the transaction being corrected.




